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rhuEPO preparation underwent the same analytical process as the other samples after gel melting. The result of
the N-glycan fingerprinting of these samples is shown in
Fig. 1B: the profiles obtained from the larger amounts of
rhuEPO are very well reproduced by the one obtained
from the smallest amount and very satisfactory profiling
is possible with this tiny amount of protein. Moreover, no
significant changes in relative peak abundance are observed as compared to the profile of the non-gel-purified
protein, indicating that no rhuEPO glycoforms are specifically lost in the procedure. The gel piece containing no
rhuEPO gave a completely blank profile when measured
at the same level of sensitivity as the smallest amount of
rhuEPO analyzed. So, we conclude that no interfering
peaks arise due to the sample preparation procedure
involving the meltable acrylamide.
To our knowledge, 5 units of rhuEPO represents the
smallest amount of glycoprotein ever reported for the
glycans to be successfully analyzed after SDS-PAGE
purification of a protein. This level of sensitivity would
also have utility in proteomics applications after 2D
electrophoretic separation of a mixture of proteins, for
example, in glycoform-specific N-glycan analysis of a
specific protein. Glycoforms often appear in 2D separations as a “train” of spots due to their different isoelectric point, in turn due to different degrees of substitution of the glycans with sialic acid. In this respect,
the described protocol is expected to have utility during
glycoprotein production process development and in
the analysis of the glycan structural changes occurring
in several human diseases (12, 13). The described sample preparation protocol should also prove compatible
with mass spectrometry of the released glycans (9).
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recently developed real-time PCR quantification
method has many advantages over the conventional
quantifications in terms of accuracy, sensitivity, dynamic range, high-throughput capacity, and absence of
post-PCR manipulations (1, 2). Sequence-specific fluorescence-labeled probes (e.g., TaqMan) have been considered as a standard detection format in many diagnostic and research applications (3, 4), but are not very
well suited for quantification of a large number of
different sequences, because a new and relatively expensive probe is generally required for each amplicon
under investigation. We have therefore optimized and
validated a reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) assay
for accurate expression profiling using the double
stranded DNA-binding dye SYBR green I, which is a
much more economical alternative to quantify any
given transcript in a reaction. Using such a generic
dye, different PCR amplicons and/or nonspecific amplification products could accurately be distinguished by
the generation of so-called DNA melting curves and
first-derivative melting peaks (5).
During initial one-step RT-PCR reactions, we observed extensive accumulation of primer– dimers (PD) 3
in no-template-control (NTC) tubes. This might obscure the true result in quantitative assays using generic DNA dyes, especially in samples where the gene
of interest is of low abundance and PD are readily
formed. A two-step RT-PCR protocol was therefore introduced and eliminated this problem. Further validation of the real-time PCR illustrated the prerequisite
and efficacy of DNase treatment of RNA samples prior
to cDNA synthesis. This step resulted in a significantly
facilitated primer design for RT-PCR as the position of
the primers no longer has to be considered to control
for genomic contamination. We finally addressed important issues of reproducibility by determination of
the intra- and interassay variation of our established
method. It was shown that DNase treatment, cDNA
synthesis, and RT-PCR are very reproducible. In conclusion, a two-step real-time quantitative RT-PCR
based on SYBR Green I detection chemistry and
DNase-treated RNA samples is the method of choice
for sensitive, reproducible, and large-scale measurements of gene expression levels.
In accordance with previous successful results obtained in our laboratory with one-step quantitative
RT-PCR assays using a TaqMan probe as detection
format, it was initially decided to apply a one-step
RT-PCR for gene expression measurements using
SYBR green I (i.e., cDNA synthesis using gene-specific
primers and real-time PCR amplification are sequentially performed in the same tube). All primers were
designed with PrimerExpress 1.0 software (Applied
3

Abbreviations used: PD, primer–dimers; NTC, no-template controls.

Biosystems) using the default TaqMan parameters,
with modified minimum amplicon length requirements
(75 bp). An additional requirement was a maximum
GC content of 40% for the five last 3⬘ end nucleotides.
Primer sequences can be obtained from the authors on
request. To determine the minimum primer concentrations giving the lowest threshold cycle (C t) and maximum amplification efficiency while minimizing nonspecific amplification, nine different combinations of
reverse and forward primer concentrations were tested
(two-by-two combinations of 100, 300, or 900 nM). For
each combination, a no-template control was included.
SYBR green I amplification mixtures (25 l) contained
25 ng total RNA, 2⫻ SYBR Green I Master Mix buffer
(12.5 l) (Applied Biosystems), 0.125 l MuLV-RT enzyme (50 U/l) (Applied Biosystems), 0.125 l RNasin
(40 U/l) (Promega), and varying concentrations of forward and reverse primer. Reactions were run on a ABI
Prism 5700 sequence detector (Applied Biosystems).
The cycling conditions comprised a cDNA synthesis
step at 48°C for 30 min, 10 min of polymerase activation at 95°C, and 40 cycles at 95°C for 15 s and 60° C for
1 min. Upon analysis, amplification products were
readily observed in all NTCs. DNA melting curve analysis (using the built-in feature in the software for automatic fluorescence data capturing during gradual
temperature increase from 60 to 95°C) and agarose gel
electrophoresis of PCR products demonstrated extensive PD accumulation in NTC tubes during one-step
RT-PCR. This phenomenon was found for five genes
tested and was more pronounced with increasing
primer concentrations (Fig. 1). To the best of our
knowledge, extensive PD formation during a quantitative one-step RT-PCR in NTCs has not been reported
yet, probably because most assays use a TaqMan probe
that does not detect this kind of nonspecific amplification. Although no general mechanism for the formation
of PDs is described, primers appear to be tail-to-tail
oriented in sequenced PDs (6).
In an attempt to reduce PD formation, we introduced
a two-step protocol, i.e., cDNA synthesis and PCR amplification in separate tubes. First-strand cDNA was
synthesized from 1 g total RNA using random hexamers (AP Biotech) and SuperScriptII reverse transcriptase (RTase) according to the manufacturer (Invitrogen). After synthesis, cDNA was diluted with 60
l RNase-free water (Sigma) to obtain a concentration
12.5 ng/l. The one-step amplification protocol was
altered by leaving out the 30-min incubation step at
48°C and the RTase, and RNA was substituted for by
25 ng of cDNA. In the two-step NTC reactions, no
amplification of PD was observed, in contrast to presence of PDs in the one-step NTCs that were run in parallel as controls (data not shown). It was further shown
that for all tested genes, combinations of 300 nM forward
and reverse primer resulted in optimal amplification.
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FIG. 1. Primer– dimer accumulation during one-step RT-PCR. Left, amplification plots of no-template control (dotted line, loaded in gel lane 2)
and 50 ng input of total RNA (solid line, gel lane 4) using 300 nM of each primer. Middle, melting peaks of same products as in left panel (⫺dF/dT,
negative first derivative of fluorescence intensity with respect to temperature T). Right, agarose gel electrophoresis; lanes 1–3, no-template controls
(increasing MME primer concentrations, respectively, 100, 300, and 900 nM each); lane M, 50-bp DNA marker; and lane 4, 98-bp MME amplicon.

Besides elimination of PDs, a two-step protocol with oligo(dT) or random hexamer primers for cDNA synthesis
has additional advantages. It allows amplification of multiple targets from the same cDNA pool while variation in
RT efficiency other than sample-to-sample variation is
controlled for as the cDNA mixture is diluted and split to
quantify the different genes of interest. Furthermore, the
two-step approach eliminates the need to perform repeated housekeeper amplifications for normalization,
which is a prerequisite in the one-step method, in the
absence of any other controls.
To investigate the nature of the observed PD accumulation, the MuLV RTase and the RNase inhibitor
RNasin were omitted separately from NTC reactions
during one-step RT-PCR. PDs were only absent in the
tubes without the RTase. Two other widely used
RTases (SuperScriptII, Invitrogen; AMV, Promega)
were also tested for this phenomenon. According to the
manufacturer’s guidelines, the temperature of the
cDNA synthesis step was altered from 48 to 42°C. PD
accumulation was also clearly observed for these two
RTases (data not shown). These observations suggest
that the reported DNA-dependent polymerase activity
of RTases on DNA templates and RNA:DNA hybrids—
although not significant—accounts for the initial formation of PDs that are subsequently and efficiently
amplified by the DNA polymerase during PCR.
Another critical aspect of quantitative RT-PCR with
respect to accurate results is the presence of trace
amounts of genomic DNA within the RNA samples to
be tested. Virtually no extraction method can guarantee the isolation of DNA-free RNA. PCR primers spanning an exon– exon boundary are often designed to
control for genomic contamination. However, this
strategy can no longer be used if processed pseudogenes are present in the genome. Furthermore, intron–
exon boundary information is not available (yet) for the
majority of the genes, nor is it often known in advance
if putative pseudogenes of the gene under investigation
reside in the genome. Initial interpretation of the sequence data from human chromosomes 21 and 22 in-

dicated that about 20% of the coding sequences turned
out to be pseudogenes (7, 8). Therefore, RNase-free
DNase treatment of RNA samples is a prerequisite for
accurate RT-PCR results. To illustrate the requirement and efficacy of a DNase treatment of the RNA
samples prior to cDNA synthesis, real-time SYBR
green I PCR reactions were tested for 25 genes in
reaction tubes with RNA (⫺RT controls) or cDNA (⫹RT
controls) as template (both before and after DNase
treatment of RNA) and no-template controls. RNA
samples from various tissues (RNeasy extraction, Qiagen) were treated with the RQ1 RNase-free DNase
according to the manufacturer (Promega). Treated
RNA samples were desalted prior to cDNA synthesis
using Microcon-100 spin columns (Millipore). DNase
treatment of RNA resulted in complete elimination of
amplification in tubes with treated RNA as template,
while preserving specific amplification in the cDNA
controls (Fig. 2). Together with improved accuracy for
RT-PCR, primer design is facilitated (as exon– exon
spanning primers are no longer required) and the
choice of a housekeeping gene for normalization is no

FIG. 2. Efficacy of removal of contaminating DNA in RNA preparations as evidenced by melting peak analysis of generated PCR
products, here shown for a representative 91-bp RPS25 amplicon
(⫹DNase, RNA was DNase treated; ⫺DNase, no DNase treatment;
⫹RT, RT was added for cDNA synthesis; ⫺RT, RT was omitted).
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DNase treatment of RNA prior to cDNA synthesis was
shown to be a prerequisite for accurate RT-PCR and
facilitated primer design.
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FIG. 3. Relative HMBS gene expression levels in nine normal
leukocyte samples of which RNA was subjected to two parallel
rounds (black and gray) of DNase treatment and cDNA synthesis.

longer restricted to those genes without any known
pseudogenes. So far, we have analyzed 10 different
housekeeping genes belonging to different functional
and abundance classes in various tissues and cells. We
clearly observed that no gene is really constantly expressed and multiple housekeeping genes are required
for an accurate normalization (Vandesompele et al.,
submitted for publication).
One-step RT-PCR reactions are often preferred over
two-step reactions, because of a presumed minimization of experimental variation, as all enzymatic steps
occur in the same tube under controlled thermocycler
conditions. To address the issue of reproducibility, we
determined the interassay variation of our established
two-step RT-PCR protocol. We have therefore subjected nine different RNA samples to two parallel
rounds of DNase treatment and cDNA synthesis and
quantified the relative expression levels of each of
four housekeeping genes (HMBS, UBC, ACTB, and
HPRT1) in all samples using the comparative C t
method. The two-step protocol is highly reproducible
with Pearson correlation coefficients ranging from
0.974 to 0.988 between the expression levels of the two
parallel series of cDNA samples for the four tested
genes, of which one is shown in Fig. 3. The interassay
variation was calculated as the median coefficient of
variation (standard deviation divided by the arithmetic
mean) for the paired relative quantities obtained in the
two parallel series for the four genes and amount to
7.7%. This figure is only slightly higher than the observed median intraassay variation of 5.8% (reflecting
the variation between duplicated reactions in the same
PCR run; based on 25 different genes tested on 30
samples, data not shown) and demonstrates the reproducibility of the two-step approach.
To summarize, SYBR green I is the detection format
of choice for accurate and reproducible real-time transcript abundance measurements of a large series of
genes. Obscuring PD observed in one-step RT-PCR reactions were eliminated by the use of a two-step and
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